The difficulties of constructing a three-dimensional, continuous force-free magnetic field in the solar corona are investigated through a boundary value problem posed for the unbounded domain external to a unit sphere. The normal field component B n and the boundary value b of the twist function on the unit sphere, combined with the demand for a vanishing field at infinity, do constitute sufficient conditions for determining a solution if it exists, but B n and b cannot be prescribed independently. An exhaustive classification of the admissible (B n ; b )-pairs is developed, using the topological properties of the flux surfaces implied by their footprints described by the constant-b curves on the unit sphere. The incompatibilities arising from boundary conditions contradicting the field equations are distinguished from the interesting one of (B n ; b ) being, in principle, admissible but requiring a weak solution describing a force-free field containing inevitable magnetic tangential discontinuities. This particular incompatibility relates the boundary value problem to the Parker theory of spontaneous current sheets in magnetic fields embedded in electrically perfectly conducting fluids. Our investigation strategically skirts around some important but formidable mathematical problems to arrive at physically definite conclusions and insights on the construction of force-free fields, both in the practical task of modeling coronal magnetic fields with magnetopolarimetric data and in the basic understanding of the Parker theory. Two specific demonstrations of (B n ; b ) are given to illustrate circumstances under which a continuous solution to the boundary value may or may not exist. Subject headingg s: MHD -Sun: corona -Sun: magnetic fields
INTRODUCTION
There is a long-standing interest in extrapolating a force-free magnetic field in the solar corona from its boundary values given at the coronal base (Aly 1989; Sakurai 1989; Amari et al. 1997 Amari et al. , 1999 Bleybel et al. 2002; Regnier et al. 2002; Aschwanden 2005) . The quiescent tenuous corona, fully ionized at its milliondegree temperature, may be approximated as a perfect electrical conductor with negligible small fluid forces. In this approximation, the Lorentz force must vanish leading to the field equations
The scalar function in equation (1) describes twist in the magnetic field. Applying the solenoidal condition (2) to this equation, we obtain
showing that magnetic lines of force, or field lines, lie on constantflux surfaces. Equations (1) and (2) or equations (1) and (3) are equivalent sets of field equations. Either set describes the fundamental properties of the force-free field:
1. The alignment of the current density with the field. 2. The solenoidal condition. 3. The propagation of the magnetic twist, , as a constant along the characteristics defined by the field lines.
Polarimetric observations of magnetic fields are usually limited to the fields in the photosphere, carried out these days with impressive spatial, temporal, and spectral resolutions (Lites 2005; Socas-Navarro 2005 . New instruments are being built to extend field observations to the corona (Kuhn et al. 1999; Casini & Judge 1999; Judge et al. 2002 Judge et al. , 2006 . At the turbulent photosphere, its heavy fluids dominate, confining the fields on the small scales into intermittent flux tubes that can organize into larger scale structures like the sunspots. These fields are not force-free but their extensions into the tenuous corona are expected to be approximately force-free (Metcalf et al. 1995; Schrijver & Title 2003) . Therefore, there are two steps in the construction of these force-free fields from observations. A hydromagnetic model of the lower atmosphere must first translate the observed photospheric fields into the proper magnetic boundary conditions higher up, say, at the base of the corona. The second step is the force-free extrapolation from these boundary conditions. Both steps are wrought with physical and mathematical difficulties arising in large part from the nonlinearity of the hydromagnetic equations (Amari et al. 1997 (Amari et al. , 1998 Klimchuk et al. 1992; Metcalf et al. 2006; Parker 1996; Regnier et al. 2002; Wu et al. 1990 ).
We analyze in this paper the nature of force-free fields as continuous solutions to boundary value problems. There are two reasons for demanding continuity of solutions, one physical and the other mathematical. Any magnetic discontinuity must dissipate resistively despite the high but finite electrical conductivity in the corona (Parker 1994) . A coronal force-free field in a quiescent state is therefore expected to be continuous. The second reason is that a boundary value problem is generally posed for a continuous solution. Circumstances under which no continuous solution can exist should be a part of our understanding of field extrapolation.
When a continuous solution cannot exist, the physics of the problem guides us to seek a weak solution. In our case, we have to seek force-free fields embedded with tangential discontinuities. The field equations then describe only the continuous part of the field. The surfaces of tangential discontinuity are governed by the integral form of the field equations. Integrating the field equations across a surface of tangential discontinuity yields the requirement that the discontinuity preserves the continuity of the magnetic pressure B 2 /8. The mathematical problem then seeks both the field and its surfaces of tangential discontinuities as the unknowns. By Ampere's law, discrete currents flow in such surfaces, and we shall use the terms ''tangential discontinuities'' and ''current sheets'' interchangeably.
Central to the force-free equations is the Parker (1994) theory of spontaneous current sheets. The freezing of magnetic flux in an electrically highly conducting fluid can readily produce discontinuous plasma displacements tangential to magnetic flux surfaces. During dynamical evolution, two volumes of fluid may converge to squeeze a third volume out of the way in order to come into contact along a flux surface across which the field becomes tangentially discontinuous (e.g., Low 1989) . The three volumes keep their respective magnetic fluxes distinct and immiscible during the evolution. This effect takes a succinct form in the Parker problem that seeks a force-free state for a magnetic field with a prescribed field topology. Generally, an arbitrary prescription of that topology requires the presence of tangential discontinuities for the field to be force free everywhere. At the root of this hydromagnetic property is field equation (3), a hyperbolic equation that propagates constant values of throughout the domain along the field lines as characteristics. This equation is trivial if is uniform in space. For the general case of a spatially variable , it imposes a restriction on the topological windings of the field lines that overdetermine the problem posed for a continuous field ( Parker 1972 ( Parker , 1979 ( Parker , 1986a ( Parker , 1986b ( Parker , 1989 ( Parker , 1991 ( Parker , 1994 Aly 1987 Aly , 2005 Low 1987 Low , 1989 Low , 1990 Low , 1992 Low , 2006a Low & Berger 2003; Low & Wolfson 1988; Moffatt 1985 Moffatt , 1986 Moffatt , 1987 Ng & Bhattacharjee 1998; Scheper & Hassam 1999; Sweet 1969; Syrovatskii 1981; Titov & Demoulin 1999; van Ballegooijen 1988; Vekstein et al. 1991) . We take up this fundamental point in the context of field extrapolation as a boundary value problem.
As pointed out, in a real plasma with a large but finite electrical conductivity, tangential discontinuities dissipate on their formation, changing field topology via magnetic reconnection. Magnetic energy is liberated in this process, and the dissipative evolution continues until the field topology has changed to a form that is either (1) compatible with a continuous equilibrium state or, more realistically, (2) incompatible with a continuous equilibrium state only on very small spatial scales. Equilibrium over the larger scales corresponds to the long-lived magnetic structures we observe in the corona, capable of storing considerable amounts of magnetic free energy (Zhang & Low 2005) . Alternative 2 implies ubiquitous heating on the small scales to maintain the high temperature of the corona, as proposed by Parker (1988 Parker ( , 1994 . The reconnection of the coronal field changes not only the topology of the field but also the conditions at the coronal base. Therefore, the ''stable'' magnetic boundary conditions associated with quiescent, continuous, large-scale structures are of a very restricted kind. The theory we analyze in this paper is a step toward a mathematical identification of these observable stable boundary conditions.
In x 2, we describe the boundary value problem posed by field extrapolation. In x 3, we show that, in general, this problem cannot have a continuous solution because of the topological nature of the boundary conditions. For conceptual completeness, we present in x 4 a special class of boundary conditions compatible with the existence of a continuous field solution. In x 5 we give a summary and physical discussion of the results.
THE FIELD EXTRAPOLATION PROBLEM
In spherical coordinates the field equations (1) and (3) take the explicit forms
As we have pointed out, equation (7) can be replaced with
the solenoidal condition. We pose the problem of constructing a continuous solution in the unbounded domain r > 1 described by these field equations subject to the boundary conditions
where B n and b are prescribed continuous functions. We call this boundary value problem the ''extrapolation problem.'' To relate to solar observations, we may identify the domain r > 1 with an idealized corona containing a static force-free magnetic field, neglecting the presence of the solar wind. The extrapolation problem is then to construct that force-free field from a given B r ¼1 . This boundary field represents either magnetic polarimetric observations of the coronal base r ¼ 1, or some output from a suitable hydromagnetic model describing the lower atmospheric region r < 1. The radial component of B r¼1 defines B n , whereas B r¼1 determines b on r ¼ 1 through equation (4). Boundary conditions (9) and (10) are then fully specified.
The Constant-Fields
The mathematical nature of the extrapolation problem depends on whether b is prescribed as a constant on r ¼ 1. If b ¼ 0, we set ¼ 0 in r > 1, and we have the classical potential-field problem with a unique solution. If b ¼ 0 is a nonzero constant, we set ¼ 0 , so that it is a free constant parameter. The extrapolation problem then reduces to solving the Helmholtz equation for one unknown scalar function (Chandrasekhar & Kendall 1957) . Mathematically well-behaved solutions exist but are not unique, in general, for a given B n (Chiu & Hilton 1977) . None of these solutions are physically acceptable for the unbounded domain r > 1, because each describes a field with an unbounded total magnetic energy, as long as 0 6 ¼ 0 (Seehafer 1978; Berger 1985; Low 1996) . The physically interesting problems are therefore those involving a spatially variable b describing nonlinear fields.
Restrictive Conditions at Boundary r ¼ 1
The extrapolation problem uses not the full information of B r¼1 , but the part that generates the distributions (B n ; b ). Consider the transformation on r ¼ 1
for an arbitrary È(; ') that changes the two tangential components of B r¼1 on r ¼ 1. The transformed boundary field defines the same input of (B n ; b ) for the extrapolation problem. If B r¼1 truly belongs to a force-free field in r > 1, the field extrapolated from the derived (B n ; b ) would faithfully recover the originally prescribed values of B and B ' on r ¼ 1. A fundamental property of the extrapolation problem is that it does not admit a continuous solution in r > 1 for an arbitrarily prescribed (B n ; b ). This means that neither B r¼1 nor (B n ; b ) may be arbitrarily prescribed at r ¼ 1. That not all prescribed B r¼1 is compatible with a force-free field in r > 1 can be demonstrated as follows.
The total magnetic energy of a force-free field in r > 1 is given by the virial formula
in terms of the boundary vector field on the inner boundary (Chandrasekhar 1961) . Here, we assume that the field vanishes sufficiently rapidly at r ! 1, such that the total magnetic energy is a convergent integral. For a positive magnetic energy, we have the necessary condition that B n 6 ¼ 0 by equation (13). Even for a B n 6 ¼ 0, the surface integral of B 2 n over r ¼ 1 sets an upper bound on the similar integral of B 2 þ B 2 ' as a necessary condition for the extrapolation problem to have a solution. This upper bound on the transverse field components at r ¼ 1 is related to the requirements for a force-free field to self-confine in unbounded space ( Zhang et al. 2006) .
The Lorentz force derives from the divergence of the magnetic stress tensor,
in Cartesian tensor notation, where i and j are the tensor indices. It follows that the total Lorentz force acting on a hydromagnetic fluid in a volume V is just the total magnetic stress on the boundary @V :
Take V to be the unbounded domain r > 1 and @V to be r ¼ 1 and the sphere at infinity. Assume on physical ground that the stress at infinity is zero. Then, for a force-free magnetic field, we obtain Z
as a necessary condition for B to be force-free in r > 1. This integral involves only B r¼1 . Hence, an arbitrarily prescribed B r¼1 that violates this condition is not compatible with a force-free field in r > 1 ( Low & Lou 1990 ).
In the practical solution of the extrapolation problem with an input of B r¼1 from polarimetric observations, a test of compatibility with the assumption of a force-free field in the solar atmosphere, using such integral constraints, is a useful first step to check on consistency (Metcalf et al. 1995; Moon et al. 2002) . For the extrapolation problem we have posed, the input data are b and B n and not B r¼1 . We now turn to discussing the admissibility of these two quantities for a meaningful boundary value problem.
Axisymmetric Fields
Axisymmetric force-free fields provide a very limited but useful glimpse of the much richer and more complex properties of fully three-dimensional fields. Under axisymmetry, a solenoidal field has the representation
in terms of a flux function A(r; ) and the function Q(r; ) to describe B ' . Substitution into the force-free equations (1) and (3) requires both Q and to be expressed as two single-variable functions of A, related by
Then, the field equations reduce to the elliptic partial differential equation for the flux function A:
The topological simplicity of axisymmetric fields permits equation (3) to be completely integrated to express as a free function of A. All field lines lie on the axisymmetric flux surfaces of constant A. Adjacent A-surfaces sandwich a fixed amount of poloidal flux between them. If Q 0, then ¼ 0 by equation (18), and we have an untwisted, purely poloidal field. If Q and are not zero, the fixed poloidal flux between adjacent A-surfaces has an azimuthal component to give the net field a twist. A prescription of A r¼1 specifies B n ¼ B r on r ¼ 1, by equation (17), leaving the free function (A) to be fixed by the boundary value b . With (A) so specified, the typically nonlinear source term in partial differential equation (19) becomes explicit. The extrapolation problem is then reduced to a Dirichlet boundary value problem for A, taking care to also translate boundary condition (11) to apply to A ( Flyer et al. 2004) .
By equations (1) and (3), an discontinuous across one or more magnetic flux surfaces may arise in an everywhere continuous field with piecewise continuous first derivatives. This general point is clearly illustrated by the axisymmetric force-free fields. Continuity of B in equation (17) is assured by A having continuous first derivatives and Q being continuous. However, Q(A) may be only piecewise differentiable, so that it defines a discontinuous by equation (18) . The nonlinear source term in the elliptic partial differential equation (19) is then discontinuous, posing different forms of the field equation in different regions in the domain r > 1. A global continuous field solution can be obtained with the boundaries separating these regions posed as unknowns in a so-called free-boundary problem. This observation illustrates the important point that in prescribing B n and b for boundary conditions (9) and (10), we must allow b to be piecewise continuous on r ¼ 1. In that case, the extrapolation problem becomes a free-boundary problem. The free boundaries are flux surfaces determined under the demand of the continuity of B across them. Mathematically, such discontinuities in found on r ¼ 1 are propagated into the domain through hyperbolic equation (3) along field lines as characteristics. We shall henceforth limit our attention to the question of admissibility of (B n ; b ), both assumed to be continuous on r ¼ 1, for a continuous force-free field in r > 1. From the analysis carried out, it will be self-evident that the basic mathematics of it can be extended to the case of a piecewise continuous b .
In anticipation of their relevance to our development later in the paper, we summarize the properties of the force-free fields with the power-law form of (A):
where and n are constants. The governing equation (19) takes the form
The case of ¼ 0 describes a potential field in r > 1, with Q ¼ 0.
If we set
we have the dipole potential solution
to the boundary value problem, meeting, in particular, the far boundary condition
Subject to boundary conditions (22) and (24), field equation (21) can be solved for 6 ¼ 0 to generate a parametric sequence of force-free fields sharing the same normal flux at r ¼ 1 but different twist. Figure 1 displays such a -sequence taken from Flyer et al. (2004) for the power index n ¼ 9. These solutions are plotted in terms of the total magnetic energy E total and the total azimuthal flux, the integral of B ' across a meridional plane, of the field as functions of . To relate the two curves, four specific fields are located on them as labeled. This -sequence shows that solutions are found only if is less than a certain upper bound, approximately 5.75 in the units of Figure 1 . This is consistent with the virial formula (13), which puts an upper bound on B ' on r ¼ 1, and hence an upper bound on , for a positive total energy. There is a lower bound on below which only one solution exists, and above which multiple solutions may exist for the same twist prescription at r ¼ 1. As shown, these multiple solutions can be joined into a continuous solution curve. To summarize, the powerlaw fields sharing a fixed boundary flux distribution B n and parameterized by indicate a parametric neighborhood of unique solutions centered around the, ¼ 0, dipole potential field. Beyond this neighborhood, multiple solutions are found so long as does not exceed a certain bound.
Removing axisymmetry introduces a quantum jump in the complexity of field topology, as illustrated by the following two -The -sequence of axisymmetric, n ¼ 9 power-law force-free fields matching a common dipolar normal flux distribution at r ¼ 1, described in the text. The multiple solutions for the same value of have been joined into a continuous solution curve displayed as the total magnetic energy (left) and the total azimuthal flux (right) as functions of , with the labels indicating the locations of four specific fields on these two displays.
points. All the field lines of an axisymmetric field lie on flux surfaces of constant A coinciding geometrically with the surfaces of constant . These global flux surfaces must intersect the boundary r ¼ 1 along colatitudes of constant . In the absence of axisymmetry, both B n and b vary with and '. Surfaces of constant remain flux surfaces, by definition, but these surfaces can intersect r ¼ 1 along a rich variety of closed curves not admissible for an axisymmetric field. Axisymmetry allows a field to be represented in the manifestly solenoidal form given by equation (17). Specifying A at r ¼ 1 defines B n , while specifying b defines the functional form of (A). The solenoidal condition is not in question. For the fully three-dimensional fields, specifying B n and b directly does not guarantee that the solenoidal condition (Aly 1989 ) is satisfied. We postpone this issue to x 3.
Detached Flux Systems
The prescriptions (B n ; b ) on r ¼ 1 determine only the value of on those field lines that are anchored to that boundary, by equation (3). The field solution, assuming that it exists, may have embedded systems of flux completely detached from r ¼ 1. This kind of solutions are found in axisymmetric fields. The multiple solutions sharing the same parametric values of in Figure 1 may include solutions containing such detached flux systems ( Flyer et al. 2004) .
Detached flux systems in the absence of a geometric symmetry may be a radically different topological kind arising from volumetrically ergodic field lines (Grad 1967; Parker 1979) . A field wholly contained in a volume, despite B being a regular function of space, may have just a single, infinitely long field line filling that volume. By following the field line indefinitely from any arbitrarily chosen point in that volume, it will enter the neighborhood of any other point of that volume, however small that neighborhood is specified to be. If that field is force-free, a constant value of would have been propagated along that one field line throughout the volume by equation (3). It follows that such a forcefree field is of the constant-variety. Indeed, most constantforce-free fields with nontrivial three-dimensional variations contain subsystems of flux that possess ergodic field lines of this type (Dombre et al. 1986 ).
Ergodic field lines filling a volume do not occur in axisymmetric fields. The detached flux system in an axisymmetric forcefree field are ropes of flux encircling the axis of symmetry. The field in this case is confined on nested toroidal flux surfaces ( Kruskal & Kulsrud 1958; Bhattacharjee & Dewar 1982) . The twist function can take different values on these flux surfaces, as sketched in Figure 2 .
Ergodic force-free fields must be of the constant-type and they occur only in topologically three-dimensional fields. The converse is not true, that is, a three-dimensional constant-field does not have to contain ergodic field lines. The extrapolation problem in general may have solutions with detached flux systems, a property already encountered with axisymmetric fields. However, in general three-dimensional fields, there is the added possibility of such detached flux systems containing constant-, volume-filling ergodic field lines.
A TOPOLOGICAL CLASSIFICATION OF THE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
Field topology is central to the nature of the extrapolation problem. We carry out four tasks in this section, beginning with a brief introduction to the topological theory of Parker (1994) on spontaneous current sheets. We then show that the extrapolation problem is not a traditional boundary value problem, in that it entails constraints on the field topology of the kind treated in the Parker theory. These topological ideas are then used to exhaustively classify the subset of continuous b compatible with a given continuous B n . Finally, we demonstrate the nonexistence of continuous solution in a special class of (B n ; b ).
Comparison with Parker Theory
Suppose r > 1 is filled with a perfectly conducting fluid embedding a continuous magnetic field B. The evolution of this field to a force-free static state is governed by the induction equation
where v is a continuous fluid velocity. Further suppose that the boundary r ¼ 1 is rigid and perfectly conducting. It follows from a standard hydromagnetic derivation that
for the case of B n 6 ¼ 0 ( Roberts 1967; Low 2006a ). This boundary condition implies that B n cannot change with time. For simplicity of discussion, we take the field to have all its field lines anchored at two ends on r ¼ 1. That is, there is no detached flux systems entirely contained in r > 1. A fundamental property of the induction equation is that any two infinitesimal fluid elements connected by an infinitesimally narrow magnetic flux tube at any one time will remain so connected for all time ( Parker 1979) . Thus, each of the infinitesimally thin flux tubes making up the field has a physical identity defined by the fluid it contains and by its two ends fixed on the boundary r ¼ 1. The interwindings among these infinitesimally thin flux tubes constitute the field topology. This topology is invariant in time under equation (25). Thus, as a field approaches its force-free state it preserves two invariant properties, namely, its invariant field topology denoted by T and the boundary distribution B n . This consideration leads to the Parker problem seeking to construct a force-free field subject to both a prescribed field topology T and boundary flux B n . The induction equation provides an operating definition of field topology T. Any two fields sharing a common boundary B n have the same field topology when one can be deformed into the other, as described by equation (25) with some continuous velocity v subject to boundary condition (26). Conversely, two fields with the same B n do not have the same topology if no continuous velocity subject to boundary condition (26) can take one into the other. By specifying an appropriate continuous field B T explicitly as a function of space, we would have specified a field topology T through its realization in that field. The Parker problem may thus be restated to seek a force-free field subject to a given B n , such that it can be continuously deformed under the induction equation into a given realization field B T .
This equilibrium problem involves local and nonlocal relationships. The force-free and solenoidal conditions at each point in space are local, expressed by partial differential equations. The connectivities between magnetic footpoints at the boundary and the global interwindings among the flux tubes are nonlocal, expressed by integral equations. As developed in Parker (1994) , this problem in general does not have a continuous field solution because these local and nonlocal conditions may not both be met in a continuous field. When that arises, the two requirements are met through a discontinuity in a weak form of field solution. In an evolution toward a minimum-energy equilibrium state, for example, the only dynamical paths may be those that require the fluid to displace discontinuously across magnetic flux surfaces to produce magnetic tangential discontinuities. For a force-free field, the field equations apply to the continuous part of the field, whereas the tangential discontinuities are shaped to ensure the continuity of the magnetic pressure across them.
The following is the topological essence of the Parker theory. We denote by T all (B n ) the set of all distinct topologies T for all possible continuous fields sharing a common boundary flux distribution B n . We denote by T Af (B n ) the subset of T all (B n ) containing the topologies realized by all the everywhere continuous force-free fields sharing the same B n . Consider the complemen-
The question then arises naturally whether the set T d (B n ) is empty; that is, whether T all (B n ) T Af (B n ) for a given B n . Parker's theory makes the fundamental point that T d (B n ) is not an empty set. Moreover, although T Af (B n ) is an infinite set, it is of measure zero. That is, there is an infinity of continuous force-free field topologies sharing a common B n , but there are infinitely more field topologies in T all (B n ) that do not belong to T Af (B n ) than do.
The topology T is a property of a field independent of its physical state, whereas the function is meaningful only for the field in a force-free state. In the Parker problem, the prescribed field topology determines in the continuous part of the field as a force-free solution to the problem. In contrast, the extrapolation problem seeks a force-free field matching the prescribed boundary distribution b . This raises the question of whether the prescribed b can, in fact, be realized in a continuous force-free field, the basic point of our investigation. We shall discover that the prescribed b may carry such topological implications for the -surfaces that it is incompatible with the field topology T belonging to T Af (B n ).
The Aly Constraint and the Solenoidal Condition
Aly (1989) pointed out that a spatially variable b cannot be arbitrarily prescribed for a given B n because the pair (B n ; b ) must satisfy a global relationship deriving from the solenoidal condition. This constraint of Aly is a necessary but not sufficient requirement for B n and b to admit a continuous solution.
Consider an everywhere spatially varying b , meaning that b does not take a constant value in a finite subregion of r ¼ 1. Under this restriction, made for the convenience of our analysis, the curves of constant b cover r ¼ 1. When our analysis has been completed, at the end of this section, we will return to comment on relaxing this restriction to point out how the analysis is extended if this restriction does not apply. The curves of constant b are the intersections between that spherical boundary and the flux surfaces of constant in r > 1. These flux surfaces do not intersect among themselves and a fixed amount of flux is sandwiched between any two of them. For simplicity, limiting the discussion to fields that are anchored at both ends on r ¼ 1, these properties translate into two features identifiable in the constantb contours on r ¼ 1. First, the flux surfaces must intersect r ¼ 1 along at least two curves, one in a positive polarity (B n > 0) region and another in a negative polarity (B n < 0), both curves carrying the same constant value of b on them. Second, the outward-flux sandwiched between two adjacent curves of constant b in the positive-polarity region must be equal to the inward flux between the corresponding pair of constant b in the negative-polarity region. The following two common examples of constant-surfaces illustrate the point (Low 2005) .
Consider the nested constant-surfaces defining single tubes of flux shown in Figure 3 . Each of these flux tubes intersect r ¼ 1 with a pair of footprints whose boundaries are closed contours of constant b . We denote the footprints in the B n > 0 and B n < 0 regions by S (þ) ( b ) and S (À) ( b ), respectively, indicating that the footprint boundaries have the same constant value of b on them. By the solenoidal condition, there is a constant net flux F( b ) directed along the length of the tube expressed by Z
Relationship (27) must hold for every pair of constant-b contours identified as footprints of a flux tube. This equation shows that b is not just a surface distribution of a scalar function but contains, a priori, topological information on the field to be determined. For example, suppose we are given B n and b distributions such that the b -contours come in pairs for each b -value. Then we would know, a priori, that this field is composed of simple flux tubes each with a pair of footprints conserving a net flux F.
The mapping between the -footprints can of course be very complex. A flux tube leaving from one footprint in the positive region may bifurcate into several tubes to return to footprints in the negative region or regions, all of these footprints having the same b -value, a case illustrated in Figure 4a . Flux conservation among the footprints is then expressed by Z
where the index i labels the footprints of the separate returning minor tubes. The second common example is that of a dome-shaped constant-surface intersecting r ¼ 1 in a single closed curve of constant b , shown in Figure 4b . Within this dome, bipolar fields rise from and return to r ¼ 1 in two patches, S (þ) ( b ) and S (À) ( b ), separated by a polarity reversal line along which B n ¼ 0. Equation (27) can be reinterpreted to describe equal and opposite fluxes through the patches S (þ) ( b ) and S (À) ( b ), contiguous along the polarity reversal line.
The essential point about the topological relationship between B n and b is clear from these two common examples. We are quite free to prescribe a continuous B n with zero net flux through r ¼ 1 under the solenoidal condition, but only a restrictive subset of all continuous b for a given B n . The b -contours must self-consistently account for where the B n -flux leaves and returns to r ¼ 1 or else the field is not solenoidal. For example, flux is not conserved if there is a footprint defined by a b -contour in a positive boundary region that has no corresponding footprint of the same b -value in any of the negative regions, or, a certain value of b defines just two footprints located in opposite polarity regions, but they do not conserve flux as expressed by equation (27). Such violations of the Aly constraint imply a contradiction of the posed boundary conditions with the field equations, in which case no magnetic field can physically exist. Satisfying the Aly constraint brings in a next level of concern for the admissibility of a prescribed (B n ; b )-pair.
Magnetic Euler Potentials and Field Topology
To proceed requires some basic differential geometry of magnetic field lines and flux surfaces. The field lines of a given field B(x; y; z) are described by the pair of ordinary differential equations,
in Cartesian coordinates. These equations can be solved for
using z as the independent variable, at least locally, to generate the coordinates of a point that traces out a field line with and being the two constants of integration. Each field line of B is identified by any one of the points on it. Substituting the coordinates of such a point into equations (30) and (31) determines the two constants (; ) for that line. Hence, a pair of constant values (; ) identifies each field line. We invert equations (30) and (31) to express the quantities (; ) as functions of space,
Constant values of (; ) locally define two families of geometric surfaces. Pairs of surfaces, one from each family, intersect in field lines along each of which (; ) take constant values. The solenoidal condition ensures that the surfaces of each family are laminated and nonintersecting. By definition, these two families of surfaces are flux surfaces containing tangential field lines, expressed by the relations
The functions (; ) are called the Euler potentials (Stern 1976; Rosner et al. 1989) . As integration constants (; ) are not uniquely defined for a given B. Any pair of one-to-one functions ½ p(; ); q(; ) may serve as integration constants, with each pair generating families of flux surfaces defined by constant p and q that mutually intersect along the field lines. This merely expresses the geometric fact that a pencil of nonintersecting lines in space can always be taken to be the intersections between two suitably defined but nonunique families of surfaces that do not intersect within each family. For a field B in r > 1 anchored to r ¼ 1, its flux surfaces of constant and , intersect r ¼ 1 in closed curves of constant and . The pair (; ) serves as a coordinate system for the points on r ¼ 1. A change of Euler potentials from (; ) to ½ p(; ); q(; ) is a coordinate transformation on r ¼ 1, corresponding to the freedom of arbitrarily picking out the two independent families of flux surfaces for a given B. For any choice of Euler potentials (; ), each of their flux surfaces intersect r ¼ 1 with a footprint whose boundary is a curve of constant Euler potential. By virtue of the solenoidal condition, the Aly constraint applies to each family of constant-potential footprint boundaries.
For a force-free magnetic field, the -surfaces are flux surfaces. Therefore, may be taken to be one of the Euler potentials as discussed in Low (2005) . The Aly constraint should be taken in the broader geometric meaning of the imposition of the solenoidal condition on any family of flux surfaces, not just the flux surfaces. This geometric perspective is useful for the classification of boundary conditions we next carry out.
Topological Classification of Nonconstant b
A mapping of the footprints of the -surfaces on r ¼ 1 alone does not determine the topology of these surfaces in the domain r > 1. For example, think of the -surfaces as flux tubes such as those sketched in Figure 3 . The footprint mapping defines where flux tubes are anchored on r ¼ 1, but says nothing about how the tubes wind about each other in r > 1. Indeed, whether a single tube is untwisted or even knots itself in r > 1 cannot be known from its pair of footprints. Thus, in the Parker sense, the topology T of the field has two components:
1. The -footprint mapping solenoidally consistent with the prescribed B n on r ¼ 1.
2. The interwinding topology of the -surfaces in r > 1.
The extrapolation problem may be said to be imposing the partial topological constraint of a fixed -footprint mapping on its solution. This partial constraint can be used to classify the admissible nonconstant b for each freely chosen B n . At the minimum, the pairs (B n ; b ) must satisfy the Aly constraint under the solenoidal condition, so we henceforth consider only those that do. The actual values of b play no role in the Aly constraint as is evident in equation (27) . Only the contours of constant-b as geometric curves that define the areas S AE ( b ) are needed. Thus, it is useful to separate the geometry or shape of these contours from the actual b -values assumed on them. It is obvious that two different prescriptions of b may share the same set of contours of constancy. On each contour, b is constant but may take different values for the two different prescriptions. We can therefore always define a suitable continuous function g(; ') whose constant values generate the shared contours. The representation g must be such that equal values of g define matched footprint boundaries of positive and negative polarity, respectively. Once a g is chosen, the formula b ¼ G( g) assigns the values of a prescribed b on each of these contours, where G is a single-variable function. We have inserted as a constant amplitude, with no loss of generality, in anticipation of its use later in the development. The Aly constraints, exemplified by equation (27), can then be described in terms of curves of constant g(; ').
It is important to note that the function g is not unique in geometrically describing a set of footprint boundaries, since any oneto-one function of g can serve as another equivalent representation function. It is therefore useful to introduce the notation T f (B n ; g) for the topology of a specific -footprint mapping on r ¼ 1. The subscript f of T indicates that this topology refers to boundary footprints, as opposed to the full field topology T in the Parker sense. The functional dependencies of T f include a specification of footprints described by g in addition to B n that defines the surface flux conserved under the Aly constraint. A semicolon indicates that g does not have a unique form as explained above.
The classification scheme is now emerging, with the sequence of steps to classify a nonconstant b defined as follows:
1. Prescribe a B n . 2. For the given B n , construct T f (B n ; g).
A. Take the set of all continuous B matching the given B n and determine for each the Euler potentials (; ), which are not unique up to 2 degrees of freedom in the flux surfaces they define. Each realization of these Euler potentials defines matched, closed-curve footprints on r ¼ 1 that satisfy the Aly constraint.
B. Choose a universal representation function g, covering the entire r ¼ 1, that then describes the geometric shape of the footprint boundaries defined by each realization of the Euler potentials determined in 2A.
3. The precise value of b on each of these footprint boundaries defined in 2B can then be prescribed via the mapping b ¼ G(g).
Let us fix T f (B n ; g) and G(g). We are then looking at the distributions of b having a fixed profile over a fixed set of footprint boundaries, differing only in their constant amplitudes denoted by . The solutions to the extrapolation problems, assuming that they exist for some range of , then form a solution curve. We have thus found the three-dimensional extension of the solution curve for the axisymmetric fields in Figure 1 . At least for fields that are fully anchored at r ¼ 1, that is without detached flux systems in r > 1, the extrapolation problem does not have a solution if b is too large in amplitude, or equivalently, if exceeds a certain bound for a prescribed B n (Aly 1984) . More interesting is the general result that a lower bound on may also exist. We need some further preparatory considerations before we demonstrate this result in x 3.7.
The -Sequence of Axisymmetric Bipolar Fields
It is instructive to examine the -sequence of axisymmetric force-free fields of Figure 1 in the general framework of our classification scheme. All these bipolar fields match the common boundary flux B n ¼ 2 cos corresponding to the boundary flux function A r¼1 ¼ sin 2 . Although B n is axisymmetric, there is no reason a priori that the footprint topologies T f (B n ; g) constructed from it have to be axisymmetric. There is an infinity of T f (B n ; g) breaking axisymmetry, each mapping footprints in the positivepolarity, northern hemisphere of r ¼ 1 to corresponding footprints in the negative-polarity southern hemisphere and obeying the Aly constraint. For each footprint map, the prescription b ¼ G(g) defines boundary conditions for force-free fields in r > 1, assuming that such fields exist, that are generally not axisymmetric. However, if axisymmetry is imposed on the field, the -surfaces are restricted to all those intersecting r ¼ 1 along colatitudes of constant , greatly reducing the number of admissible T f (B n ; g).
The flux function A r¼1 at the boundary is an example of the representation function g in our classification. For the dipolar fields in Figure 1 , A r¼1 ¼ sin 2 implies that each footprint of a given value of A r¼1 marking out a constant-colatitude in the northern hemisphere is matched to a unique colatitude footprint in the southern hemisphere. Therefore, for these dipolar fields, there is only one admissible T f (B n ; g), and the admissible b are all of the form G(A), using A as the geometric representation function g. The -sequence in Figure 1 is generated with the mapping G(A) ¼ A 9 , showing a clear upper bound of as a condition for force-free fields to exist. Moreover, the solution exists for all small values of as we take it to zero, with the ¼ 0 solution being the potential field.
The Everywhere Untwisted Fields
Consider a -sequence of solutions with fixed T f (B n ; g) and G(g). In the limit of taking ! 0, we have ! 0 on all -surfaces that are anchored on r ¼ 1. If we exclude the case of the solution containing a subsystem of flux not connected to r ¼ 1, then ! 0 would produce a potential field B pot corresponding to ¼ 0 everywhere. This is indeed the case in the -solution curve for the axisymmetric field in Figure 1 . For the axisymmetric dipolar field, there is only one admissible T f (B n ; g), which of course is realized in B pot . In the absence of axisymmetry, a richness of topological complexity complicates the nature of solution curves.
Consider continuous fields with arbitrary three-dimensional variations, not necessarily in the force-free state, matching a common boundary flux B n . Consider the subset of these fields that are everywhere untwisted in the following sense (Low 2006a) . Take any tube of flux penetrating a sphere of constant r with a footprint S whose boundary is denoted by C. We use the Stokes theorem to express the circulation Z
in terms of a surface integral, where ds and dS are the directed path and surface elements, respectively. This line integral describes the twist of B in the flux-tube boundary as seen in the curve of intersection C. An everywhere untwisted field is one for which this circulation vanishes for all closed curve C on all spheres of constant r. Clearly, a force-free field of 6 ¼ 0 is not everywhere untwisted. To see this, take C to be small in size compared to the spatial variation in . Then, the force-free equation transforms equation (34) into
An everywhere untwisted field in r > 1 can always be deformed under the induction equation, that is, under condition of perfect electrical conductivity, into a locally twisted field so that the circulation in equation (34) does not vanish for some closed curves C. But the invariance of field topology means this field can always be rendered everywhere untwisted by a reversed deformation under the induction equation. As shown in Low (2006a Low ( , 2006b , the everywhere untwisted fields are generated by a single function É in the representation of Chandrasekhar & Kendall (1957) :
where we have introduced the Laplacian operator on a sphere
It can be shown directly that all circulations of B along any closed curve on a sphere of constant r vanishes, meeting the definition of the field being everywhere untwisted. When given an everywhere untwisted field B of this class, we merely solve the equation
on each sphere of constant r by the use of expansions in spherical harmonics to determine its generating function É uniquely in terms of the known B r . The condition that B is everywhere untwisted means that its other components are given in terms of É by equation (36). All those sharing the same B r B n on r ¼ 1 constitute the family of all continuous everywhere untwisted fields matching that shared boundary flux. It is a nontrivial property that all these everywhere untwisted fields exhibit, in general, an infinity of field topologies, even for dipolar fields, as demonstrated by Low (2006a) . Among these topologies, there is only one that is compatible with a continuous force-free equilibrium, namely, the unique potential field B pot in r > 1 determined by B n . For everywhere untwisted fields sharing the same B n , the difference between the topologies of two such fields can be demonstrated in terms of a difference between footprint maps. We define identical footprints of flux bundles located on the positive-polarity region on r ¼ 1 for each of the fields. We trace the flux bundles from these footprints for each field all the way to define the corresponding footprints on their negativepolarity regions on r ¼ 1; see Low (2006a) for explicit examples. Fields with different topologies will then reveal themselves through the difference in the constructed footprints in the negativepolarity region. Now consider decreasing continuously to zero for some fixed T f (B n ; g) and G(g) with b ¼ G(g). This limit process removes the twist; that is, ! 0 for all flux bundles anchored to r ¼ 1 while the footprint map and the profile of G(g) are fixed. For a field completely anchored to r ¼ 1, if this limit is well behaved, the limit field must be one of the everywhere untwisted fields defined by B n . In general, these untwisted fields span an infinity of distinct field topologies in r > 1, whereas there is only one potential field B pot with its unique topology in r > 1. It follows from this analysis that if T f (B n ; g) happens to have a footprint map, defined by the fixed g, compatible with the field topology of B pot , the -solution curve can exist for all small values of as it approaches 0. If that footprint map is not compatible with the topology of B pot , then the -solution curve must terminate at some value. Otherwise, a contradiction would arise.
Integral Constraints
The solution manifold containing a -sequence is likely to be extremely complex in structure. Many open mathematical questions on that structure lie outside the scope of this paper but we can be sure of the following demonstrable property. Consider the footprint map T f (B n ; g) held fixed in the limit of ! 0. The set of all possible T f (B n ; g) is larger than the set of all possible footprint maps for the everywhere untwisted fields sharing the same B n . This just follows from the definitions of these two sets. Therefore, we have two possibilities to consider in the limit of ! 0. First there is the possibility of the fixed T f (B n ; g) not being any of the admissible footprint maps of the everywhere untwisted fields. Then, intuitively, we expect that, starting with a -sequence of solutions, the sequence for the monotonically decreasing would terminate at some greatest minimum value below which no continuous solution exists. The other possibility is that the fixed T f (B n ; g) happens to be one of the footprint maps of the everywhere twisted fields. Then, the corresponding -sequence of solutions may converge to the unique potential field B pot if T f (B n ; g) is topologically compatible with it. If not, the sequence must terminate either at some nonzero lower limit or else approach ¼ 0 as a singular limit. We illustrate this conclusion more specifically below.
We denote by S( 1 ; r) the area of intersection made by a flux surface ¼ 1 , a constant, on a sphere of constant r. We integrate equation (1) for the total electric current I( 1 ; r) across S( 1 ; r),
using the Stokes theorem and the Ampere's law in some suitably defined unit. Here dS and ds are again the directed surface and path elements, respectively. Noting that ¼ 1 along the above path integral, we have
using the Stokes theorem and applying the force-free equation (1) twice. Applying equation (1) to equation (39), we also have
Combining the last two results we get Z
to be satisfied for every cross section S( 1 ; r) on any sphere of constant r. Two properties are noteworthy. First, these integral equations relate only the values of B and on a sphere of constant r, independent of the corresponding values on the other spheres, and they are severely more stringent than the Aly constraint applied to each sphere. The boundary sphere r ¼ 1 is no exception, showing once again that the prescription of B on this boundary cannot be arbitrary.
The second property is that occurs quadratically as well as linearly in equation (42). Therefore, in the limit of ! 0, the integrand quadratic in becomes negligible compared to the integrand linear in . In our classification, take the limit of T1 with fixed ½B n ; T f ; G( g) so that to leading order Z
where the footprint boundaries are now described in terms of a constant value g 1 of a fixed representation function g. This last step uses b ¼ G( g) to separate the curves of constant b as geometric objects from the incidental constant values of b on these curves. That is, the curves of constant g and the integrals (43) are independent of . If T f (B n ; g) is compatible with the topology of B pot , then all these integral constraints are automatically satisfied. If T f (B n ; g) is incompatible with the topology of B pot , then these integrals are nontrivial conditions under which no continuous solution can be found in the limit of T1.
The following implication for the standard perturbation theory applied to force-free fields is interesting. Suppose that for a given B n , there exist force-free fields with a small-valued that are of a bounded, analytical linear departure from the unique potential field B pot (Parker 1972; van Ballegooijen 1985; Zweibel & Li 1987) . In the limit of ! 0, we expect, from the usual argument based on parametric continuity, a smooth convergence of the force-free fields to the potential field. This expectation depends crucially on the definition of the parameter of variation. If that parameter does not involve field topology as a constraint but simply samples the solutions analytically continued from B pot , this parametric continuity would follow a path along which neither the field topology T, in the Parker sense, nor T f (B n ; g), in the footprint-map sense, is fixed, but, instead, one for which T and T f (B n ; g) continuously change with that parameter to enable the field to arrive at the unique potential field B pot . If the parameter is defined for a fixed T f (B n ; g) or T, the field will never achieve a potential state, as the parameter varies unless the fixed T or T f (B n ; g) is compatible with B pot in the limit. It is all a question of how the limit process is defined as a path in the solution space.
The analytical method we have used embodies the following essential idea. Suppose the extrapolation problem has a continuous solution defined in the space of all admissible (B n ; b )-pairs. Next, assume we can continuously vary the solution in a small neighborhood of this space. The question we pose is whether this neighborhood is bounded (under some metric of that space) beyond which our assumption of a continuous solution fails. The classification scheme we have developed constructs paths of fixed T f (B n ; g) and G(g) by varying only , from the given (B n ; b )-pair, identified with ¼ 1, for which a continuous solution is assumed to exist. Our analysis then shows that typically is bounded above and below, demonstrating that the neighborhood around that chosen (B n ; b )-pair is bounded.
It is therefore useful, at this point of development, to identify some (B n ; b )-pair for which a continuous solution is assured. Before doing that in x 4, we conclude this section by returning to the assumption in our analysis that b is taken to vary nontrivially on r ¼ 1. The case of a locally uniform b is automatically included in our classification. Such a case corresponds to choosing G(g) to have uniform value in a local finite region of r ¼ 1 covered by the curves of constant g in a certain range of g-values. The case of a constant-b on the entire r ¼ 1 boundary is physically uninteresting, but the possibility of having b being uniform in space in a subregion of r ¼ 1 is admissible in our analysis.
RADIALLY SELF-SIMILAR FIELDS
There is of course an infinity of nonlinear, continuous forcefree fields in r > 1 that are fully compatible with the integral equations (42). Few of these fields are known that are three dimensional. To complete our investigation, we derive the radially self-similar force-free fields as a generalization of the axisymmetric members of this class of fields treated by Low & Lou (1990) . This generalization yields a broad class of (B n ; b ) which admit continuous field solutions in r > 1. Explicit construction of examples of these boundary conditions will be treated in a follow-up paper.
Consider a force-free field in the separable form & FLYER 566 Vol. 668 where N is a constant. Direct substitution into equations (4)Y (8) requires
in order to factor out the r-dependence self-consistently and reduce the field equations to 1 sin
or in place of equation (49) 
These fields are radially self-similar, looking the same on each sphere of constant r through a simple scaling of its field amplitude.
Reduction to Equations in H r and a
Solving equations (47) and (48) for H and H ' , we get
suggesting a reduction of the problem to H r and a as the two unknowns. To that end, we substitute away H and H ' in equations (46) and (49) to obtain
We denote by : ? and 9
2
? the gradient operator and the twodimensional Laplacian, respectively, on a unit sphere. From their definitions, the functions and have derivatives
Equations (55) and (56) then take the compact forms
These field equations are similar in mathematical forms to those describing two-dimensional, steady compressible flows on a sphere. The boundary conditions are those demanding regularity in the two scalar functions a and H r on the whole sphere.
Equations (59) and (60) may be interpreted to represent a specific relationship between B n and b on r ¼ 1 such that they determine an everywhere continuous force-free field in r > 1, namely, the radially self-similar field of the separable form (eq. [44]).
The Flux-Power Law
The axisymmetric self-similar fields are generated by equation (21) assuming a power-law relationship (20) ( Low & Lou 1990) . For the general three-dimensional field, we lose the A-representation for the flux normal across r ¼ 1, but if that flux is redefined suitably, a flux-power law can be recovered. Since the field is self-similar radially, we only have to deal with the quantities on the unit sphere r ¼ 1, where we define the net flux
across a surface area S( 1 ) bounded by a footprint boundary C( 1 ) along which ¼ 1 , a constant. The notation F n () is interpreted to be the net flux across S() for each value of realizable on r ¼ 1. Since a on r ¼ 1, we henceforth use a to label the footprint boundaries instead of . For the threedimensional field considered here, F n (a) is the flux function equivalent to A, the latter defined only for the axisymmetric field. We now show that a power law relates F n (a) to a. We need two integral identities. The Stokes theorem Z S(a 1 )
This is true of any two functions H and H ' of and ', so that interchanging them gets us another identity
We use equation (50) and apply identity (64) to obtain
Since a ¼ a 1 on C(a 1 ), we multiply across this equation with a 1 to obtain
where we have used equations (47) and (48). The first integral vanishes because it sums a perfect differential around a closed path. Making use of identity (63) and equation (46), we obtain
which can now be reduced to an integral equation for F n (a).
On the sphere r ¼ 1, we introduce a coordinate transformation from (; ') to (a; b) where b is some suitably defined coordinate complementary to a. The curves of constant a and b are closed curves on the unit sphere. For example, (a; b) may be defined to be the curves of intersection, respectively, between two families of Euler potentials and the boundary r ¼ 1. We define the metric
along a closed curve of constant a so that
If we write this as an indefinite integral for the convenience of manipulation, equation (66) takes the form
We multiply across by a ÀN and then regroup the terms to get
We use equation (70) to substitute the integral in the third term on the left hand side. The result is that
showing that
relating the twist function to the normal flux across r ¼ 1 through a power law, where is a constant amplitude. In the special circumstance of an axisymmetric field, F n is identified with A. In the general case, the power law (eq. [73] ) is inherent in the governing equations (59) and (60). This power law may be used to reduce the governing equations to a single integral partial differential equation for a single variable, H r , by substituting away a. Formally, this emphasizes that the compatibility between B n and b on r ¼ 1 for a continuous solution in r > 1 is a global relationship that has a natural expression through integral equations, as opposed to a differential expression.
SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
The boundary prescriptions of B n and b , together with the vanishing of the field at infinity, constitute sufficient conditions for constructing a continuous solution to the problem if the solution exists. But, B n and b cannot be independently prescribed. This feature sets the extrapolation problem apart from classical boundary value problems that, in general, are concerned with the type and number of boundary conditions to pose rather than any restrictions imposed on the boundary values by these conditions (Courant & Hilbert 1962) . We summarize below our physical and mathematical understanding of this feature. Our investigation has followed a carefully charted course to reach at clear physical conclusions without being trapped by interesting but formidable mathematical problems encountered along the way. The topological nature of the extrapolation problem illustrated by these conclusions are relevant to both the development of computational models of coronal force-free fields and physical understanding of the Parker theory of spontaneous current sheets.
There are two distinct types of incompatibility between B n and b . The Aly constraint is an expression of the solenoidal condition. For three-dimensional fields, prescriptions of B n and b that violate the Aly constraint are in contradiction of the governing field equations, so that the boundary value problems posed are actually physically and mathematically meaningless. Therefore, the absence of solutions to these problems is not of any physical interest, although they pose a practical danger that must be kept in mind when the modeling coronal magnetic fields with observational inputs (Aly 1989) .
A different kind of incompatibility arises when a (B n ; b ) pair satisfies the Aly constraint but does not admit a continuous solution. The physics of the problem then demands for a weak solution describing magnetic tangential discontinuities embedded in an otherwise continuous solution. The physics that makes this demand meaningful is the Parker theory (Parker 1994) . This theory states the set of field topologies T Af (B n ), generated by all the continuous force-free fields, is a subset of measure zero of the set of field topologies T all (B n ), generated by all continuous fields, all these fields sharing the same B n . From this follows that a field of a fixed topology T and anchored rigidly to the boundary with a fixed B n can relax to a continuous force-free field only if T belongs to T Af (B n ). If T belongs to T all (B n ) À T Af (B n ), such a field, in preserving both B n and T in ideal hydromagnetic evolution, must take a force-free state containing inevitable tangential discontinuities, as illustrated in some instructive simple examples in Low & Wolfson (1988) . The distribution is physically meaningful only for a force-free state and is derived from the invariant quantities B n and T of a magnetic field evolving into that force-free state. From the perspective of the Parker theory, the result of this paper may be restated as follows. For a given B n , not all the continuous b on r ¼ 1 are admissible. First, the Aly constraint reduces the admissible b to a subset of measure zero and, second, the demand that b be compatible with a field topology T belonging to T Af (B n ) restricts this subset even further.
This perspective is rendered mathematical precise by our topological classification of all the b compatible with a given B n under the Aly constraint. It makes use of two facts for a spatially variable b : (1) their curves of constancy on r ¼ 1 define the footprints of the flux surfaces on that boundary, and (2) an infinity of prescriptions of b may share the same set of such constancy curves on r ¼ 1 when viewed as purely geometric objects. That is, the curves of constant b are geometrically identical for each of these prescriptions. Only the distributions of constant values of b over these common set of curves differ. Thus, for a given, B n , a universal representation function g(; ') is available to define a common set of footprint-boundary curves under the Aly constraint. Then, setting b ¼ G(g), with amplitude and single-variable function G, generates the b that all have the same -footprints on r ¼ 1.
In this exhaustive classification, a given B n is associated with an infinity of footprint shapes and mapping under the Aly constraint, each possibility denoted by T f (B n ; g). No claim is made that each pair ½B n ; b ¼ G(g) so constructed admits a continuous solution to the extrapolation problem. Whether a continuous solution exists depends on the values of b assigned to a chosen T f (B n ; g). In principle, this question can be addressed operationally by fixing G( g) for the profile of b over a fixed set of footprints and varying as a constant parameter to generate a parametric sequence of continuous solutions to the extrapolation problem, found to be in existence, say, in some range, 1 < < 2 , for some constant extrema 1 and 2 . We should allow for the possibility that this interval may, in fact, be closed at either end. Essentially, the classification is conceptually a means of taking all the continuous force-free fields sharing a common B n and distributing them into such -sequences with suitably defined 1 and 2 , T f (B n ; g), and G, thus extending to three-dimensional fields the -sequences of Flyer et al. (2004) for axisymmetric fields.
This classification provides a tidy language for relating the extrapolation problem to the topological problem of Parker. Fix T f (B n ; g) for some given B n . This choice does not fix the full field topology in the domain, because the interior twists determine how the -surfaces intertwine from footprints to footprints. Formally set ¼ 1 and suppose that for some G a continuous solution to the extrapolation problem exists. This solution defines a topology T that belongs to T Af (B n ). If we hold B n , T f (B n ; g), and G fixed, varying in opposite directions from unity would then generate a solution sequence until some extremum limits 1 and 2 are encountered, beyond which continuous solutions no longer exist. This interesting exercise may be carried out with the threedimensional, self-similar force-free fields as the starting ¼ 1 solution for a sequence.
That some upper limit 2 exists for each solution sequence is well known from virial arguments (Aly 1984) . That the lower limit 1 ! 0 also exists is an interesting development from our classification. In the limit ! 0, the twist function is made to vanish uniformly while the footprint map is kept invariant. Two possibilities then arise, either the footprint map is not compatible with an everywhere untwisted field or it is. In the former case, the -sequence must terminate or we would have a contradiction in the mathematics. In the latter case, there is an infinity of distinct field topologies for the set of all everywhere untwisted magnetic field sharing the same B n ; this remains true for dipolar field (Aly 2005; Low 2006a ). Among these fields, only one admits a continuous solution to the extrapolation problem in the limit of ! 0. Hence, all but one of an infinity of footprint maps in that limit cannot have a solution curve that continues to ¼ 0. This mathematical result is a concrete demonstration of the Parker theory.
It is important to remind ourselves that a continuous force-free field may have a twist function that is discontinuous across flux surfaces, so that, in general, we should extend b to include piecewise continuous functions on r ¼ 1. A discontinuous b poses a free-boundary problem as a variation of the extrapolation problem we treated. But the basic analysis with conceptually simple modifications applies to free-boundary problems.
We conclude with a final remark on coronal field observations. It is important to separate the observational motivations of the undertaking-the extrapolation-from the basic theory of such an extrapolation. The basic theory needs to be understood if we are to be successful in a modeling undertaking already made difficult with the complexity of solar observational data. The Parker theory needs to be taken into account if we wish to understand the nature of this difficult nonlinear boundary value problem.
The very small subset of admissible (B n ; b )-pairs compatible with a dynamically stable, continuous force-free field are an attractor in the space of all admissible boundary conditions. The other boundary conditions requiring the presence of tangential discontinuities in the field must be transient states. Also, the continuous fields are transient if they happen to be dynamically unstable. The dissipation of field discontinuities by magnetic reconnection changes both field topology and the boundary conditions at the coronal base. The boundary conditions must therefore evolve with the field until a quiescent, stable state emerges when the former arrives at a (B n ; b )-pair compatible with a continuous force-free field. Although such boundary conditions belong to a set of measure zero, they are the ones naturally produced in the solar corona. In other words these conditions are observable with the right magnetopolarimetric instruments. Our investigation is a first step to a theoretical characterization of this special set of boundary conditions.
